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Rand note: rand targets the major resistance level of R15.00/USD, strengthening
through the crosses, reaching R20.43/GBP and R17.20/EUR, on positive market
sentiment
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•

The rand has reached R15.09/USD so far today, as it now targets the key resistance level
of R15.00/USD, having convincingly broken through R15.20/USD, benefiting from risk-on
sentiment in global financial markets, and from related commodity price strength.

•

Foreigners have been positive on SA markets so far this year, purchasing R5.8bn worth
of SA bonds (net of sales), and R2.2bn in equities (also on a net basis) in the middle of
last week. Overall foreign inflows into South African portfolio assets this year so far total
R5.5bn.

•

This continues to support the rand’s strength, along with strengthening commodity prices,
with the (Economist) index for metals prices up 4.6% m/m in January after December’s
9.6% y/y rise, as markets continue to anticipate robust global recovery.

•

The rand is likely benefiting from a trade surplus in January, as seasonally weak imports
at the start of the year, and strengthening metals commodity prices from November, see
the domestic currency gain against other currencies generally.

•

Indeed, overall commodity prices are up by 7.8% y/y, and food and non-food agricultural
goods are 1.8% y/y and 28.9% y/y higher (also Economist commodity price indices), with
SA also seeing substantial exports of agricultural food and nonfood goods.

•

Adding to positive market sentiment, Fitch has said that the credit rating outlook for
emerging market economies (Ems) is improving, albeit with risks, as “(t)he emergingmarket (EM) sovereign rating cycle has turned more positive with four upgrades”.

•

Adding, “(c)ontinuing economic revival after the pandemic, nascent fiscal recoveries and
higher commodity prices add up to a moderately net improving or neutral macro credit
environment for the main EM regions in 2022”.

•

The recent approval of a US$750million World Bank developmental policy loan (DPL) for
SA to aid in relief for those negatively affected by the COVID-19 pandemic is seen as
market positive, although comes with currency risk despite the low funding cost.
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•

The low levels of risk aversion on global financial markets tends to be a key driver of the
domestic currency at the start of the year, and the rand could quite likely see further
strength in Q1.22, before the potential ‘sell in May and go away’ event.
Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

Fitch expects that in 2022 “the ongoing impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, fading base
effects and persistent structural constraints will see economic growth slow to 2.1%. Poor
labour market conditions will cap private consumption growth”.

•

The rating agency, one of the top three globally, added that “government consumption and
investment will provide some tailwinds” to economic growth” and for “the South African
Reserve Bank (SARB) to maintain a hawkish bias … over the course of 2022”.

•

Key is that Fitch anticipates “President Cyril Ramaphosa to face continued opposition from
leftist elements within the ruling African National Congress (ANC),… (but) to (survive) a
leadership challenge at the party’s elective conference in December 2022.”

•

Markets broadly anticipate such an outcome as well, and that SA will follow a path of fiscal
consolidation. Should Ramaphosa not retain ANC leadership at the elective conference at
the end of this year the rand would likely collapse as foreigners disinvest.

•

Investors would fear major fiscal deterioration under a change of president, as the RET
faction and other left leaning political forces are not expected to continue to seek to narrow
the fiscal deficit from close to -6.5% currently toward 3% of GDP over the next five years.

•

South Africa’s ratio of government debt to GDP is expected to be reined in eventually as
well, with debt stabilising. However, eliminating the deeply popular president from the
leadership of the ANC, Fitch has said, would likely see “slower progress on structural
reforms”.

•

National Treasury has said “(t)he World Bank budget support is coming at a critical time
for us and will contribute towards addressing the financing gap stemming from additional
spending in response to the COVID-19 crisis”.

•

"It will assist in addressing the immediate challenge of financing critical health and social
safety net programs whilst also continuing to develop our economic reform agenda to build
back better.” The monies are not expected to be ring fenced.
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•

The World Bank adds “(t)his financing builds on our new World Bank Group Country
Partnership Framework (CPF) 2022 – 2026, jointly developed with the government in July
2021,
to
help
stimulate
investment
and
job
creation.”
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